Introduction to Recreational Diving
Wakulla Diving Center, In Medart, FL
Most people begin their adventure underwater by taking a basic
SCUBA class either through a dive shop or college. Wakulla
Diving Center is both in that we teach at a local community college and also offer
recreational SCUBA classes to interested people or groups of people through our Crawfordville facility.
Our recreational SCUBA class is 6 days long (from 8-5), configured in many forms, but here spread over
three weekends. The first four days are split between morning lectures and afternoon pool sessions. The last
weekend is dedicated to spring and ocean checkout dives at sites to be determined.
Students are expected to pay a fee for tuition that pays for a nationally certified diving instructor, and a fee for
expense, such as books, tables, breathing gasses, equipment rental, and pool rental. Students are expected to
be comfortable in the water (know how to swim), and be healthy (pass a medical history form with further
medical monitoring if deemed necessary). Students are expected to provide personal skin diving
technology: mask, snorkel, fins, booties, and appropriate thermal protection (such as a wet suit). Wakulla
Diving Center offers competitive packages and a % discount to our students.

Date (wk)
Topic
Intro, paperwork, Risk/M
The Diving Environment
Diving Life-Sup. Tech

Reading

Practical
pool 1: swim test
pool 1: skin & rescue
pool 1: scuba skills

Who ______
Stanton
Stanton
Staff

Diving Physics
Direct Effects of Pressure
Indirect Effects Pressure

pool 2: scuba skills
pool 2: rescue/nav.
pool 2: scuba skills

Hess
Stanton
Stanton

Dive Plan & Profiling
Marine Life & Conser.
Nitrox & other options

pool 3: scuba skills
pool 3: scuba skills
pool 3: adv. skills

Stanton
Stanton
Stanton

Dangers Above & Dangers Below
Future of Diving
Final Exam Review

pool 4: adv. skills
Stanton
pool 4: proficiency test Stanton
Final Exam

Sat Spring Dive Field Practical
Sun Ocean Dive Field Practical

Morrison Springs
Panama City ?

Stanton/Staff
Stanton/staff
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Wakulla Diving Center, Inc.
2784 Coastal Highway Rt 98
Crawfordville, Florida 32327
(850) 745-8208 Center Voice
(850) 545-9198 Stanton’s Cell
NAUI Instructor # 3509

